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where the value 0.10 or 0.08 is to be used depending on the legal maximum limit in a state. In other words, we have hypotheses of the type (ii) in (1.5), where the c,:'s can take two different values, 0.10 and 0.08. In the decision limit problem, we may be interested in testing if the concentration of a chemical or a pollutant in different samples exceeds a particular safety threshold.
Such tests may have to be done a large number of times, as and when a sample is obtained. In other words, we need to test a sequence of hypotheses of the type (i) or (ii) in (1.5).
It is also clear that in many applications, the c_'s in (1.5) will have a common value.
Tests that we shall derive for testing the sequence of hypotheses in (1.5) will have two types of uncertainty statements associated with them. One with respect to the sequence of responses yo_ in (1.4), and a second uncertainty statement with respect to the calibration data, i.e., the 9j's in (1.1). This is formally explained in Section 2. The distinction between single use and multiple use of the calibration data are also made for the construction of confidence regions. In fact confidence regions that involve multiple use of the calibration data are derived subject to two types of uncertainty statements, similar to those mentioned above.
We refer to the recent article by Mee and Eberhardt (1996) for an excellentdiscussionon this. The results in Dunne (1995) deal with the set up of singleuseof the calibration data. In fact Dunne (1995) provides solutionsto the testing problemsin (1.3) in the singleusesituation. Consequently, in this article, we shall study the problem for the caseof multiple useof the calibration data.
In the next section, we shall derive the tests. The two uncertainty statements,mentioned earlier, are explicitly stated and tests are derived subject to these. In our derivations, we have assumedthat fl > 0 in (1.1). Essentially, this amounts to assuming that the sign of/3 is known. This is clearly a reasonable assumption since the nature of the dependence of the response variable on the explanatory variable will be known in actual applications.
In case/3 < 0, we can assmne that the slope in (1.1) is -/3, after multiplying yj by -1. In fact, the tests (i.e., decision limits) derived in Dunne (1995) use the fact that the sign of/3 is known.
In Section 3, we apply our results to the alcohol concentration data, mentioned in example 1. Some concluding remarks appear in Section 4.
The Test
Among the two hypotheses in (1.5), here we shall consider only the sequence (i). Once we derive tests for testing (i), similar results can be obtained for testing the sequence (ii) in (1.5).
Let & and/3 denote the least squares estimators of (2 and/3 based on the y_'s in (1.1), and let F 2 denote the unbiased estimator of cr2 based on the residual sum of squares. Then
where 9 and 2 denote the averages of the yj's and the xj's, respectively. As pointed out in the introduction, we assume that/3 > 0. 
Motivation of the test statistic
The condition (2.8) can be interpreted as the "size of the tests" being small, i.e., less than or equal to c, with probability % We note that (2.8) must actually hold for every n. Thus the criterion to be used for the derivation of the test_ i.e., the computation of the k,'s, is the condition (2.8), which must hold for all n > 1. As is clear from the derivation of (2.8),
this condition reflects the fact that the same calibration data are used a large number of times for testing hypotheses.
The fact that the same calibration data are used repeatedly is also the reason why we don't want to consider the unconditional distribution of the E's in (2.2).
Computation of the ki's
Note that -a + (_ -l))c_ = (a + 9x -Y) + (_ -_)(c_ -_).
Define N zl = [ _'(x3-2)2]1/2(,8 -/))/or _ N(0, 1), ze = v/_(9 -c_-_5:)/_r _ N(0, 1), j=l 7_2 = (N-2)_ 5 _ X2N_2, and c1,:-
The random variables zl, z2 and u in (2.9) are independently distributed, and _ denotes the central chisquare distribution with r df. The kz that we compute will be a function of cli given in (2.9). Hence from now on we shall use the notation k(c,_) instead of k,:. Using the quantities in (2.9), (2.8) simplifies to
It appears difficult to obtain k(ct_) explicitly, except in the special case when the c_'s are all equal. We shall first consider this special case. From the expression for c_, given in (2.9), it follows that the c_'s are all equal if and only if the c,'s are all equal. As already pointed out, the c,:'s will be equal in many practical applications; see the discussion following (1.5 Table 2 . If 10,000 cli's are randomly generated according to a standard normal distribution, the simulated values of (2.21) appear in Table 3 . In We observe from Table 4 that the test results are in agreement with those based on laboratory test except for the llth and 13th subjects. We also note that for the 15th observation, x_ = 0.006 and £: = -0.006. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that the corresponding yi = 0 and x,: is very close to zero.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, we have investigated hypothesis testing in the calibration problem.
In the univariate case, we have succeeded in deriving appropriate tests for testing one sided hypotheses in the situation of multiple use of the calibration data. The results are illustrated using an example. The two sided testing problem is not considered in this article, since tests in this context can be obtained by inverting the multiple use confidenceregionsthat are available in the literature. One-sidedmultiple useconfidenceregionscan certainly be developedand can be usedfor testing the hypothesesin (1.5). The simultaneoustoleranceintervals in Mee, Eberhardt and Reeve(1991) can be usedto obtain conservativemultiple useconfidenceregions,and hence conservativemultiple usetests, for the two sided testing problem. The one-sidedsimultaneous toleranceintervals in Odeh and Mee (1990) can similarly be usedfor obtaining conservative multiple usetests for the one sided testing problemsin (1.5). However,in the present article, our goal hasbeento investigatewhether the toleranceinterval condition canbe usedfor carrying out multiple use hypothesestests. The numericalresults in Section3 show that this is indeed the case. Note that our results are applicableonly in the univariate set up and similar results are currently not available in the multivariate case. The problem of testing hypothesisin the multivariate calibration problem is currently under investigation.
